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Tips and Strategies to Protect Laptops
and the Sensitive Data They Contain

By John Livingston

For those whose jobs require them to remain highly
productive and effective while on the road, a mobile
computer is a business necessity. At the same time, a

laptop may contain or have access to sensitive and confidential
information. Herein lies the dilemma that organizations face
today. There’s a requirement for some employees to have a
laptop and access data needed to do their jobs; however, in
many instances, those data may be sensitive. So what
processes and tools can be relied on to remain effective out of
the office and ensure that critical company information is not
compromised? 

The first step is the formation of a data security policy that
requires management and employees to agree on a code of
conduct with respect to confidential data access and use. The
general principles of such a code include the following:
• Identify data that strictly cannot leave the organization. 
• Limit the data that can leave the organization to only those

that are required while away from the office.
• Educate employees to gain their agreement and

understanding. 
After setting these principles in place, the next area to

consider is how to protect mobile data.

Protecting Mobile Data 
A multilayered security policy is the best strategy for

protecting mobile data and mitigating risk to the organization.
At minimum, two classes of tools in particular are highly
effective:  encryption and posttheft laptop tracking, recovery
and remote data deletion. Single-point laptop security
solutions, such as encryption alone, or physical deterrents,
such as locks and cables, cannot adequately protect an
organization against computer theft. With a layered approach
to data security, organizations have a better chance of avoiding
the potential lawsuits, fines, public scrutiny and loss of
business that a lost or stolen computer can cause.

Mobility and Vulnerability
How big is the problem? Safeware, The Insurance Agency

Inc., claims that more than 600,000 laptops were stolen in
2004, resulting in an estimated US $5.4 billion loss of
proprietary information.1 According to a 2005
Gartner/Chronicle of Higher Education global survey on
security, 63 percent of the US institutions questioned reported
one or more stolen laptops or mobile devices, a 29 percent
increase over the previous year.2

Over the last 12 months, millions of people worldwide have
had their data potentially compromised by laptop thefts.

According to estimates by the Ponemon Institute, an
organization advancing responsible information and privacy
management practices, a staggering 81 percent of companies
reported the loss of one or more laptops containing sensitive
information in 2006.3 As of April 2007, one in every five
people in the UK had already had personal information stolen
because of computer theft that year.4 It is now impossible to
ignore the growing identity theft crisis, much of it caused by
laptop thefts from high-profile corporations, government
agencies, universities and healthcare institutions. 

Legislating Change
Protecting confidential data—whether government,

customer, employee, patient or student—has always been very
important. Unfortunately, it took legislation beginning with
California Senate Bill 1386 (CA1386) and later a penalty
imposed in the UK by the Financial Services Authority (FSA)
to expose the enormity of the problem of personal information
being compromised. 

CA1386 has helped draw attention to the hundreds of
incidents each year that result in millions of information
breaches at the individual level. Thanks to the leadership of US
Senator Dianne Feinstein with CA1386, another 31 US states
have toughened data protections and helped to stem the tide of
identity theft and personal information breaches. 

In the UK, the FSA imposed Nationwide, the world’s
largest building society, with a fine of almost US $2 million
after a company laptop containing confidential customer data
was stolen from an employee’s home. In a statement, the FSA
defended the hefty fine it imposed by noting, “Nationwide’s
failings occurred at a time of heightened awareness of
information security issues as a result of government
initiatives, increasing media coverage and an FSA campaign
about the importance of information security.”5

Data breach notification laws and penalties are why
corporations worldwide have become more focused on
protecting information and preventing data from falling into
the wrong hands. As current laws mandate public disclosure of
data breaches, organizations are clamoring for strategies to
prevent laptop thefts and comply with privacy regulations
when the unthinkable occurs. 

Layered Approach to Security
The key for any organization, large or small, is to

implement a layered approach to laptop security—from visual
deterrents, such as cable locks, to encryption and tracking and
recovery software solutions, with remote data deletion when
data security is of paramount importance. If an organization
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can remotely delete sensitive data on missing computers and
produce an audit log of the deleted files, it can demonstrate
proactive and thorough laptop security practices. These
capabilities also help organizations avoid damaging publicity,
litigation or other costs, from regulatory fines to expensive
customer communications, such as mass mailings to explain a
data breach or credit monitoring for those affected.

Best Practice Checklist
From common sense to high-tech solutions, the following

are 10 tips for a multilayered strategy for protecting data on
mobile assets: 
1. Understand the risks. As organizations open up their

networks to their mobile workforce, partners, customers
and others, they expose themselves to greater security risks
than when traffic was mostly internal.

2. Be proactive. If the organization does not identify the
weaknesses in its network’s security, someone or
something will exploit those vulnerabilities. Organizations
must become educated on current security risks, including
the tools and techniques used by cybercriminals. Data
security is a moving target that requires ongoing attention.

3. Use cable locks on laptops as visual deterrents. Many
cable locks can be ripped off the plastic exterior of a laptop
with a strong tug. Like ink-filled garment security tags in
clothing stores, cable locks leave a mark when removed by
force, but are ineffective at preventing all thefts.

4. Avoid leaving unsecured notebooks unattended. Lock
them in cupboards, notebook carts or other secure facilities
when not in use. If they must be left in a vehicle, they
should be covered up or locked in the trunk.

5. Keep laptops inconspicuous. Laptops should be carried
in inconspicuous carrying cases, such as backpacks or tote
bags, instead of telltale laptop bags.

6. Install antivirus software, encryption and firewalls. Data
encryption software can prevent unauthorized access and
protect valuable information. All software products should be
updated with the latest versions or patches to help minimize
security holes. Web servers, operating systems and line of
business applications should be fully patched.

7. Back up valuable data on a scheduled basis. Data
backup needs to happen frequently to minimize the risk to
the organization in the event of loss.

8. Create a contingency plan. Potential damage from a
breach in security should be identified. Consideration
should be given as to how to serve stakeholders in the
event of catastrophe. Contingency plans for security
should be integrated with overall disaster recovery plans. 

9. Use computer tracking and recovery software. An asset
tracking and recovery tool to track and recover computers
that are lost or stolen and monitor any changes or
disappearances in computer memory, hard drives or
peripherals should be installed.

10. Invest in advanced data protection. A software tool
should be used to remotely wipe sensitive information in
the event that a computer is lost, stolen or nearing the end
of its life cycle. 

The “Inside” Scoop on Laptop Security
Organizations large and small can be victims of laptop theft.
Gartner Group estimates that 70 percent of security incidents
that cause loss to enterprises, such as stolen laptops or identity
theft, involve insiders.6 Countless examples exist in the media
of sensitive information found on “refurbished” computers
supposedly wiped clean before resale. Employees usually have
the necessary passwords and encryption keys at their
fingertips, rendering many of the standard deterrents
mentioned previously thoroughly ineffective. In these cases,
advanced laptop protection tools, such as asset tracking and
remote data deletion tools, are highly effective. In fact, while
the average corporate laptop theft rate is between 3.5 and 
5 percent, organizations using laptop theft recovery software
have a theft rate lower than 0.5 percent.7

Organizations today must be able to locate and report on the
activities of computers that have been used for unauthorized
activities, gone missing or have “drifted” within an
organization.  Even with a typical asset tracking system, 
10 to 15 percent of computers on average, including remote
and mobile machines, drift from view—into other departments,
contractors’ offices or unauthorized locations. Better asset
tracking systems provide visibility into every computer with an
Internet connection.

Real-time tracking of every mobile asset connected to an
internal network or the use of Internet-enabled dynamic
reporting to determine where each asset is and who is using it,
allows organizations to locate up to 100 percent of their
computers 24/7. As well, regular and accurate identification of
the software installed on each asset helps organizations better
manage software compliance issues. With proactive software
inventory management, organizations can ensure that they are
not undersubscribed with software licenses (and, thus, not
optimizing their software investment) or oversubscribed and,
thereby, running afoul of the Business Software Alliance
(BSA) or other local authorities. 

What If It Were Your Organization’s Laptop? 
Organizations should consider the critical, confidential data

residing on their laptops, and then imagine a criminal poring
over the data wondering what value could be derived from them.
An organization’s laptop population is worth far more than the
cost of the hardware. Information should be among an
organization’s greatest assets—not its greatest liability. 
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